This work presents an extrinsic parameter estimation algorithm between a 3D LIDAR and a Projective Camera using a marker-less planar target, by exploiting Planar Surface Point to Plane and Planar Edge Point to back-projected Plane geometric constraints. The proposed method uses the data collected by placing the planar board at different poses in the common field of view of the LIDAR and the Camera. The steps include, detection of the target and the edges of the target in LIDAR and Camera frames, matching the detected planes and lines across both the sensing modalities and finally solving a cost function formed by the aforementioned geometric constraints that link the features detected in both the LIDAR and the Camera using non-linear least squares. We have extensively validated our algorithm using two Basler Cameras, Velodyne VLP-32 and Ouster OS1 LIDARs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cameras and LIDARs help robots perceive the environment by providing complementary information. Cameras lack depth information which LIDARs provide and LIDARs lack color, texture and appearance information which cameras provide, hence systems using both these sensing modalities can compensate each others' weaknesses by leveraging respective advantages. A camera can be used for recognizing objects but it doesn't tell how far an object is, such information can be obtained from a LIDAR.
In addition to perception, cameras and LIDARs are being used together for multi-sensor state estimation, (semantic) mapping and localization. Cameras are better sensors when compared to LIDARs for place recognition and loop closures but are affected by illumination. LIDARs are immune to illumination changes. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithms need both Cameras and LIDARs for robust state estimation.
Hence, the knowledge of the extrinsic calibration between these sensors is of paramount importance for fusing information from both these sensing modalities. Most perception and state estimation algorithms assume the extrinsic calibration to be known a-priori. This calls for methods to estimate the Euclidian 6 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) transformation between a LIDAR center and a Camera center using data generated by them.
II. RELATED WORK
In literature, the 3D-LIDAR Camera extrinsic calibration problem can be classified into two broad categories a) Target based approaches and b) Target less approaches. Target less approaches can be further divided into i) Scene based approaches and ii) Motion based approaches. Although targetless methods are convenient to use, they often rely on a good initial guess, and are also sensitive to the calibration environment. In this paper we focus only on target based 3D-LIDAR Camera calibration because they are computationally light weight and provide good initialization for target less approaches if available. Target based approaches simplify the data association problem. In the works described in [1] and [2] , the authors have to manually label correspondence between the camera and LIDAR. In this paper the feature association is done automatically.
Most target based 3D-LIDAR Camera extrinsic calibration methods draw their inspiration from 2D-LIDAR Camera extrinsic calibration techniques. One of the first 2D-LIDAR Camera calibration methods is presented in [3] which relies on observation of a planar checkerboard by both the sensors. The checkerboard gives the pose of the planar surface in the camera frame. The extrinsic parameters between the Camera and LIDAR is determined by solving a geometric constraint formed by projecting the LIDAR points on the checkerboard plane in the camera coordinate system. Observations from several view points need to be taken to ensure that all the DoF are observable. [4] calibrate a 2D LIDAR Camera system using a geometric constraint that doesn't require the knowledge of the planar target in the camera frame. It rather uses the back-projected plane (formed by a line detected on the image and the camera center in the camera frame) and a LIDAR point lying on the aforementioned line (that defines the back-projected plane) to form a geometric constraint. Several observations of the planar target are recorded and the constraint is solved using an algebraic approach which gives a closed form solution. [5] calibrate a 2D-LIDAR Camera system using a V-Shaped target and determine the extrinsic parameters by minimizing the distance between the 3D features projected on the image plane and the corresponding image edge features. [6] presents a solution to 2D-LIDAR Camera calibration by introducing an additional line to plane constraint to the one used in [3] . The additional constraint is formed by the normal vector detected in the camera frame by checkerboard detection and the scan line direction vector on the checkerboard plane in the LIDAR frame. This additional constraint helps solve for the rotation parameters in a decoupled way. [7] use a target with orthogonal trihedrons using geometric point to back-projected plane constraint described [4] and the line to plane constraint described in [6] .
The work by [3] was extended to a 3D-LIDAR and Camera system by [1] and [8] using the same geometric constraints. They differ only by the manner they have solved the constrained system of non-linear equations. [9] use similar geometric constraints established in [3] to calibrate a 3D-LIDAR and Omni-Directional Camera System. [10] present a 3D-LIDAR Camera calibration technique, much similar to the one presented in [6] in which the rotation matrix is first determined by line to plane constraint and then a point to plane constraint (similar to ones in [3] , [1] , [8] , [9] ) is used to determine the transformation parameters. [11] presents a new method for 3D LIDAR Camera Calibration by adding line to line constraints between lines detected in the 3D-LIDAR and the Camera in addition to the point to plane constraints already exploited in several works described above.
Most target based 2D/3D-LIDAR Camera extrinsic calibration methods, which use one or more planar surfaces, use checkerboards or ArUco or any other fiducial visual marker for easy detection of planar target in the camera frame. In cases where such markers are not used, V shaped [5] , orthogonal trihedron shaped [7] , perforated targets [12] or spherical targets [13] are employed.
In this work we use a simple planar surface without any visual markers for external calibration of the 3D LIDAR Camera system. To the best of our knowledge this is the first approach that calibrates a 3D LIDAR Camera system using a simple planar target without any visual marker(s) on them. The geometrical constraint due to back-projected plane has been exploited (in [4] ) to solve the 2D LIDAR-Camera Extrinsic Calibration problem but we haven't come across any work which uses this constraint to calibrate 3D-LIDAR and Camera. We use the geometric constraint due to backprojected plane in our work. Our method requires the planar surface to be bounded by lines and not curves. Although any polygonal plane can be used, we use a square planar surface for the sake of simplicity.
Section III-A describes the notations used in the paper. Section III-B elucidates the feature extraction steps for both LIDAR & Camera data. Section III-C lays down , which can be used to estimate π L ij and L L ij respectively. In Camera, the i th pose of the planar target yields lines l C ij , where j = {1, 2, 3, 4}, which can be used to calculate π C i , π C ij and L C ij .
the geometrical constraints formed by associated features between LIDAR & Camera and Section III-D depicts how the aforementioned constraints can form an Optimization problem. A brief system description is given in Section IV which follows a Section V on Experiments and Results. We finally conclude in Section VI.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For the usual pinhole camera model, the relationship between a homogeneous 3D point, P L i , and its homogeneous image projection p C i , is given by
The extrinsic parameters that transform the laser coordinate system to that of the camera are captured by
, where C R L is the orthonormal rotation matrix parametrized by the Euler angles [φ, θ, ψ] and t C L := [x, y, z] is the translation vector. The camera intrinsics are captured by the matrix K and is assumed to be known or estimated using Zhang's method [14] . We use a planar target that is visible in both camera and lidar frame to establish the geometric constraints that allows us to estimate the rigid body transformation ( C R L , C t L ) between the two sensors ( Figure 2) .
A. Notations
The i th pose of the planar target in camera frame is parameterized as
, where n C i and d C i are the normal to the target's plane and it's distance from the origin of the camera frame of reference. The 4 edges (lines) of the planar target in the image are denoted as l C ij . Given the intrinsic camera calibration matrix K, the back-projected plane π C ij associated with each line l C ij is given by π C ij = [K T l C ij ; 0] and hence, n C ij = K T l C ij [15] . The corresponding 3D equation (L C ij ) of the line l C ij can be determined by computing the intersection of planes π C i and π C ij . The 3D corners P C ij of π C i can be obtained by intersection of π C i and the back-projected planes π C ij of two adjascent lines on image plane.
For the i th pose of the planar target detected in LIDAR, the normal n L i to π L i and centroidP L i can be calculated by using the points {P L im } on π L i . Similarly, using points
can be obtained.
B. Feature Extraction
The line (l C ij ) in the image is detected using Line Segment Detector [16] available in OpenCV [17] . For a four sided polygon shown in Figure 2 the intersection of adjacent lines l C ij provide the corner points (p C ij ) in the image plane. The known dimensions of the planar target is used to solve a PnP problem (using OpenCV) and π C i is obtained. To summarize, the features obtained from the image are the edges l C ij of the planar target, the corners p C ij and the plane π C i . The block diagram in Figure 3 shows the feature detection process for point-cloud data from LIDAR. The point cloud data is filtered to remove points which have very low probability of lying in the common field of view of the camera and the LIDAR. For planar target detection we apply plane segmentation on the filtered cloud to get the points {P L im } lying on the planar target using a RANSAC [18] based method available in the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [19] .
We follow a three step approach to detect the points lying along the boundaries of the planar target. First we apply an edge detection algorithm [20] to the filtered point-cloud to obtain an edge point-cloud. Second, we apply plane segmentation to the edge point-cloud and obtain a point-cloud formed by points which lie on the planar target's boundaries. Next, we apply line detection to the point-cloud formed by the boundary points of the planar target. The RANSAC base line detection algorithm (available in [19] ) fits 4 lines to the point-cloud formed by the target's boundaries and classifies each point {Q L ijn } as associated to one of the four detected lines. As scan lines are parallel to the LIDAR's horizontal plane, any edge parallel to the LIDAR's horizontal plane will be difficult to detect. Therefore edge/line detection in LIDAR is easier when the planar target is held in a way similar to Figure 4 . In summary, the features obtained from the LIDAR data are the points on the plane {P L im } and the points on the respective edges {Q L ijn }.
C. Constraints
Using the features extracted in the previous section, several geometric constraints can be established which involve the rotation C R L and the translation C t L between the LIDAR and Camera centers. Two such constraints pertinent to this work are discussed below.
1) Point to Plane Constraint: Given the i th pose of the planar target, a point P L im lying on the planar target in the LIDAR coordinate frame and the plane parameters π C i satisfies the geometric constraint given in Equation 2.
As declared earlier,
. This is the standard point-to-plane projection constrain used by other target based methods as well [3] .
2) Point to Back-projected Plane Constraint: This is the additional constrain that we introduce in this paper that helps in refining the calibration parameters. Given the i th pose of the planar target, a point Q L ijn lying on the j th edge of the planar target in the LIDAR coordinate frame and a corresponding line l C ij in the image satisfy the following geometric constraint:
Where n C ij = K T l C ij is the normal to the back-projected plane formed by the camera center and the line l ij (Fig 2) . Equations 2 and 3 are equations of the planar target and the back-projected plane respectively, in the Hessian normal form, in the camera frame.
D. Optimization
Cost functions for solving an optimization problem are formulated in the following ways using the geometrical constraints given in Equation 2 and 3:
1) Cost Function from Point to Plane Constraint: The cost function formed by Point to Plane Constraint is given in Equation 4 .
Here, p i is the number of LIDAR points lying on the planar target in the i th observation and M is the total number of observations. To obtain an estimate [ CR L , Ct L ], Equation 4 needs to be minimized with respect to
2) Cost Function from Point to Back-projected Plane Constraint: The cost function formed by Point to Backprojected Plane Constraint is given in Equation 6 .
Here q ij is the number of points lying on the j th line in the i th observation and N is the number of observations. To obtain an estimate [ CR L , Ct L ], Equation 6 needs to be minimized with respect to [ C R L , C t L ].
[ CR L , Ct L ] = argmin
We have found experimentally that the minimization problem given in Equation 7 is affected by the quality of initialization, especially of the rotational variables. The minimization problem given in Equation 5 converges to correct rotation parameters but it consistently converges to in-correct translation parameters, irrespective of the value of initialization. Therefore, we solve Equation 5 first and then use the results obtained to initialize the problem given in Equation 7 before solving it. We use the Ceres [21] nonlinear least squares solver in our work.
As mentioned in [9] , we need at-least 3 non-coplanar views to solve the optimization problem formed by Equation 5. This is ensured by monitoring the value of π C i which is obtained in the feature detection step.
The Point to Back-projected Plane constraint given in Equation 3 is equivalent to the line correspondence equation given in [15] (2004, p. 180) . The solution to such a system of equation is given by the DLT-Lines method and requires at least 6 noise free line correspondences [22] between the LIDAR and camera views. Since our planar target has 4 sides , ideally, we need at least 2 distinct views to solve this system.
In practice it is advisable to get sufficient number of views, for both the constraints, because that ensures diversity of measurement and robustness of the solution.
The overall algorithm is summarized below in Algorithm 1: 
Algorithm 1 Extrinsic Calibration using Plane and Line

IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Our setup consists of an Ouster OS1 64 Channel LIDAR, a Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR and two Basler cameras which come as Karmin2 Stereo rig such that the factory stereo calibration is known and can be used as one of the methods to test the veracity of the result produced by our algorithm.
The data from all the sensors come at 10 Hz. The sensors are not hardware synchronized but an approximate software time synchronization 1 is followed while collecting data from the sensors.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section we use our algorithm on real world data collected using sensors shown in Figure 5 . The four possible LIDAR-Camera setups are Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR with left Basler Camera, Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR with right Basler Camera, Ouster LIDAR with left Basler Camera and Ouster LIDAR with right Basler Camera.
A. Data Collection
As our sensors are not time synchronized, it is advisable to collect data frames only when the planar target is at rest. We have a motion detection module which triggers feature detection only when the target is at rest for a user-defined duration. are: the points lying on the planar target {P L im }, the normal vector from the camera to the planar surface in camera frame n C i and the vector from the origin of the camera frame to the origin of the planar target d C i in the camera frame. Data is collected by placing the Planar Target at several positions and orientations infront of the sensor suite.
The Ouster OS1 LIDAR was found to be noisier than the Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR, because the plane segmentation algorithm returned fewer planar points when the same RANSAC parameters were used for both the LIDARs. On an average, we received 2600 planar points from Velodyne VLP-32 while we got 1200 planar points from Ouster OS1, despite the latter being a 64 channel LIDAR.
2) Data Required for Solving Point to Back-Projected Plane Constraint: The data required for solving the minimization problem (Equation 7) formed by the constraint given in Equation 3 are: the points lying on the edges of the planar target in the LIDAR frame {Q L ijm } and the normal n C ij to the back-projected plane formed by line l C ij detected in the camera frame.
While collecting data, it is essential to note that the orientation of the target is well within the thresholds which allows good edge detection. Since Velodyne VLP-32 has a non-linear distribution of scan rings about y-axis, the rings are concentrated near the origin and sparser as one pitches up or down (can be seen in Figure 7) . Therefore, the planar pattern has to be held at a suitable height so that sufficient points from its surface and edges can be collected.
We collect about 30 frames from each sensor pair with planar target at different view points and not all of the frames were used in both the minimization problems.
B. Results
We compare the performance of our method with [9] for all the experimental setups. For calibrating using [9] we use a 6 × 9 checkerboard with each checker sized 0.061 x 0.061 m 2 . In the absence of ground truth we verify our result by using the estimated parameters a) to project LIDAR points on camera image as shown in Figures 6 & 7 , b) to project points lying on the edges of the planar target in LIDAR frame on the Camera image and calculate the average line re-projection errors 2 as shown in Figures 8 & 9 and c) to compare it against the factory stereo calibration as shown in Tables I & II 3 . (a) Results with method presented in [9] for Left Camera and Ouster LIDAR (b) Results with our method for Left Camera and Ouster LIDAR (c) Results with method presented in [9] for Right Camera and Ouster LIDAR Comparing Figures 6a, 6c , 7a, 7c with 6b, 6d, 7b, 7d respectively, the projection of LIDAR points with extrinsics estimated using [9] overshoot the planar target in the image plane but the projection shows perfect alignment when using our method, for all sensor pairs.
Comparing Figures 8a, 8c , 9a, 9c with 8b, 8d, 9b, 9d respectively we can see that the average line re-projection errors are higher when using [9] as compared to our method, for all sensor pairs.
The errors in the estimated parameters with respect to the factory stereo calibration for Karmin2 Stereo Vision system for Ouster OS1 and Velodyne VLP-32 LIDARs are presented in Tables I and II respectively. For both the LIDARs, our method shows better performance for all the estimated parameters except for the angular error in β. 2 The average distance between {l C ij } and {Q L ijn } projected on the image using the estimated [ C R L , C t L ] 3 We use the estimated T C 1 L and T C 2 L and compare T C 1 L (T C 2 L ) −1 with the given factory stereo calibration T C 1 C 2 (a) Results with method presented in [9] for Left Camera and Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR (b) Results with our method for Left Camera and Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR (c) Results with method presented in [9] for Right Camera and Velodyne VLP-32 LIDAR (c) Average line re-projection error of 9.64533 with method presented in [9] .
(d) Average line re-projection error of 1.84383 with our method. (b) Average line re-projection error of 1.95631 with our method.
(c) Average line re-projection error of 3.0122 with method presented in [9] .
(d) Average line re-projection error of 2.07706 with our method. If we compare the difference in average line re-projection errors between the method in [9] and our method for both Ouster OS1 and Velodyne VLP-32 in Figures 8 and 9 respectively, we find that it is much higher in the case of Ouster OS1 than Velodyne VLP-32. It is because the Ouster OS1 LIDAR is noisier than Velodyne VLP-32 according to our experiments described in Section V-A.1.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we showed how two different geometric constraints can be used in series to determine the extrinsic calibration of a 3D-LIDAR Camera system and extensively used our algorithm across different sensors. Real world experiments show that the method performed better than one presented in [9] which is a widely used and easily implementable method to do LIDAR-Camera extrinsic calibration.
In the future we want to improve and make the feature detection step robust, initialize the non-linear least squares with the closed form solutions obtained from linear least squares, use the average line re-projection error as weight for calibration refinement algorithms, integrate an inexpensive IMU to our sensor suite and jointly calibrate the system using Graph Based methods [24] . In addition to these, we also intend to implement algorithms which can detect change in calibration due to environmental or other factors when the system is operating in real time.
